Meetings: MWF 11:30am - 12:20pm / PAA A102
Th 5:00pm - 6:20pm / KNE 210

SLN: 19155

Instructor:
Nikolai Tolich
View profile

Catalog Description:
Explores electromagnetic waves, the mechanics of oscillatory motion, optics, waves in matter, and experiments in these topics for physical science and engineering majors. Lecture tutorial and lab components must all be taken to receive credit. Credit is not given for both PHYS 116 and PHYS 123. Prerequisite: either MATH 126 or MATH 134, which may be taken concurrently; PHYS 122. Offered: AWSpS.

GE Requirements:
Natural World (NW)

Credits: 5.0

Status: Active

Section Type: Lecture

Last updated: October 10, 2019 - 9:51pm
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